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PROFILE 

2004-present: Board of Architects, Planners, 
Landscapers and Restorers of Florence - Italy 
(registered n.6332) 
EDUCATION :
University of Florence, Faculty of Architecture, Florence, 
Italy (1995-2001)
Master degree in Architecture, specialization: 
Environmental Architecture, 110/110
thesis:"the environmental impact of the second tramway 
line (2) on the ex-Fiat industrial zone - Florence - Italy  
 PREOFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE : 
2014-2008 : teaching ECO-DESIGN and INTERIOR 
ARCHITECTURE at   
FLORENCE DESIGN ACADEMY - Florence - Italy
2003 - Fondazione Michelucci - Florence - Italy, Civil 
Service - Intern Archiving of designs and photographs of 
Architect Giovanni Michelucci    
2014 -2002 - present : collaboration with Studio Simone 
Micheli - Florence - Italy
1975 - Borns in Florence - Italy

BLUE LINE garden contributes to create a 
magic funny dynamic place where everybody 
could be experience the flying movement 
offered by a zip rope over a myosotis flowers 
carpet!
 The visitors become for few seconds a real 
flying buzzing animal going back and forth from 
flowers to flowers like a bee, a butterfly or a 
dragonfly! 
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examples of recent garden projects and installations created and assembled with success by architect Paolo Emilio Cassandro 

DITELO CON I FIORI/TELL WITH FLOWERS!
red inflated giant flowers are grown on bamboo sticks and welcome gigantic 
cotton paper butterflies to fly over and suggest visitors with provocative 
messages: random position of the flowers allow an endless tour through these 
marvellous and attractive petals.   

SMELLING COOKIES
inflated air chambers become confortable armchairs and pots for aromatic herbs: 
the garden theme is here translated into urban language with objects and 
materials taken from the post industrial production and brought to new life and 
contemporary value. visitors can relax liying on these big inflated cookies and 
enjoy the parfumed atmosphere around smelling and identifying each aromatic 
plant.   

castello paribelli - albosaggia - sondrio - italy 2008  cazzago san martino - brescia - italy - 2009

cazzago san martino - brescia - italy - 2009 collecchio - parma - italy - 2010


